
Business & Pleasure

Looptroop

"Worldwide and universally"
"Thats right"
"Business" "and the pleasures in life"
"Selfsupported"
"Fuck the industry"
"Business" "takes more than a dollar and a dream"

They say, don't mix business with pleasure, you know 
what that means?
Ain’t a rapper with a deal as pleased
Some don't see where they run so they run to the sea 
like lemmings
Drown in despair 'cus they dependent
All dressed in designer underwear
But most rhymers are unaware lyrically impair
And not prepared to battle me
Been doing this since Karate Kid and Police Academy
A twenty-three years young man, with no suntan

Always was a KRS-One fan, with the belt hung can
Criminal minded since '86
In seventh grade hung with crazy kids
Never lived in the ghetto, but fell in love with ghetto 
music
That blueprint of hiphop, who protects us from new shit
Nowadays rap sucks I listen to Chucky Star
Know one day my time will come wishing on my lucky star
That they start promoting the wrong thing
Word to Don King, that doesn't mean a damn thing, 
you're still top-ranking
(I know, Promoe how come your shit is so much 
fresher?)
Cus I don't let the business suffocate the pleasure
I don’t feel the pressure I just rock, rock on

That's why a lot of people don't seem to like me in 
Stockholm
But that's cool, I go for Japan and Germany
Australia, the whole world is what's concerning me
Not your petty bull about who did and said what first
You keep Stockholm I'ma conquer the universe

"worldwide and universally"
"That’s right"
"Business" "and the pleasures in life"
"Self supported"
"Fuck the industry"
"Business" "takes more than a dollar and a dream"

Ey yo we laugh on our way to the bank, that's how we 
combine
Business with pleasure go hand in hand like beats and 
rhymes
Thieves and crimes, me and mines
Looptroop, we go gold and we don't even have to try

Four business men, the troopteam we enterprise
too strong to be slept on, yo, we be our own managers
Our own promoters, we take no orders



Crossed this order in society by pushing tapes on 
mailorder
To make ways broader, we cross the border
Rock the taperecorder right now, some place you never 
thought of
Think I playahate it, matter of fact I'm MVP
Västerås entrepreneurs built DVSG
From the grassroot, Looptroop most wanted in the 
DJbooth
A word of advice for the up and coming young youth
The recipe is, produce this, press this, get fame
If you get dissed, get 'em back on wax
Never pay tax, never had backs, never expect too much 
cash
But if you make money fast, make the money last
Make the honeys laugh, make sure your crew stays tight
Remember business IS pleasure if it's done right
Never lose sight of your real friends, 'cus when career 
ends
I think we glad we stuck to 'em, guess that make sense
Be intense on stage and be provocative (
Alwaaaays!!)
For further information, peep the homepage for tour 
dates

"worldwide and universally"
"That’s right"
"Business" "and the pleasures in life"
"Self supported"
"Fuck the industry"
"Business" "takes more than a dollar and a dream"
"worldwide and universally"
"That’s right"

Business with pleasure go hand in hand like beats and 
rhymes
Thieves and crimes, me and mines

"Business" "and the pleasures in life"

Ey yo we laugh on our way to the bank, that's how we 
combine
Business with pleasure go hand in hand like beats and 
rhymes
Thieves and crimes, me and mines
Looptroop, we go gold and we don't even have to try

Business and pleasure, business IS pleasure"
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